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MISSION STATEMENT

St. Teresa’s Academy is committed to the education of young women. We are a Catholic, independent, college preparatory high school sponsored by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. The Academy is rooted in Christian values and embraces a diverse student body. We promote excellence in education through a challenging curriculum, personal responsibility, and participation in extracurricular activities.

Nan Bone, Ed. Spec., M.A.
President

Barbara McCormick, Ed. Spec., M.A.
Principal for Academic Affairs

Elizabeth Baker, Ph.D.
Principal for Student Affairs

Current students and alumnae of St. Teresa’s Academy are truly blessed to have benefited from the supporters in our passionate community. This community bands together like no other to ensure St. Teresa’s remains a leader in education. As a result, this historic, all-female school has survived over 151 years, longer than any other in Kansas City.

My heartfelt appreciation goes out to all those listed within these Annual Report pages. I also share deep gratitude for those who have donated their time and talents with St. Teresa’s, as well as parents who entrust us with their daughters’ educations. The talented, hard-working STA faculty and staff, who commit themselves to their profession and their students, help to make it all possible.

In my recent talks with students, I’m inspired by the fruits of the community’s support. Students consistently expressed, “I feel like myself at St. Teresa’s;” “I can truly be who I am;” and “There’s no other school like STA.” The power of the St. Teresa’s Academy community has helped to create this model school, developed especially to empower young women to go out and change the world.

With great appreciation,

Nan Bone, President
THE COMMITMENT, ENTHUSIASM, AND GENEROSITY of a devoted community have been instrumental in establishing St. Teresa’s Academy as the leader in educating young women. Over the course of the last 151 years, with the help of the St. Teresa’s community, generations of young women have found their voices, their passions, and pursued their commitment to serve their own communities.

I am proud to be part of the power of the St. Teresa’s Academy community. As the chairperson of the Board of Directors, and as a past STA parent, soon-to-be current parent, donor, and volunteer, I have seen firsthand the mission and vision of the Sisters of St. Joseph at work. Due to the generous nature of our community, St. Teresa’s continues to achieve excellence in terms of educational trends, curriculum, facilities, extracurricular activities, and technology.
“I think community is so important to the success of St. Teresa’s, what we do and how we do it every day.”
DONORS MAKE IT POSSIBLE

The gifts of the donors listed within these Annual Report pages, as well as those who came before them, are critical to the top-notch education our students receive. Whether their support comes through the Capital Campaign, Academy Fund, endowment, or in-kind donations (to name a few), a glance at our college matriculation rates (99%-100%), composite ACT scores, athletic accomplishments, and extracurricular activities clearly provide evidence of the amazing impact donors make.

ALUMNAE EMPOWER FUTURE GENERATIONS

Alumnae of St. Teresa’s Academy (like my two daughters) use their powerful voices, their time, and their gifts to advance in their lives and careers, while impacting and serving their communities. The contributions of time and money given on behalf of the alumnae community are crucial in ensuring the same exceptional education at St. Teresa’s is available for future generations of young women.

PARENTS SERVE CRUCIAL ROLES

Parents are part of the living, breathing community of St. Teresa’s Academy. We have the unique opportunity to raise funds to maintain the quality of education that STA provides. Parents are active in serving on the Auction and Capital Campaign committees, as well as contributing financially to their successes. Parents dedicate impressive amounts of time in support of St. Teresa’s. The Star Galaxy Diversity Committee, Star Shop, StarCups, and fundraising efforts would not be possible without them.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS FACES IMPORTANT CHALLENGES

The Board of Directors of St. Teresa’s Academy plays an important role within the community. The Board cares deeply about the mission of the Sisters of St. Joseph, and is committed to ensuring that students receive 21st century best practice educational opportunities. To accomplish that goal, we are continually reviewing school policies, and adapting to reflect an ever-evolving world.

Some of the challenges the Board faces relates to diversity and inclusion, and technology. STA’s current long-range strategic plan includes specific objectives toward diversity and inclusion, including attracting and retaining a diverse faculty and staff. These goals and action steps will continue to be among our priorities.

St. Teresa’s continually works to stay ahead of technology to best prepare our students for their academic and career futures. To do so, investments have been made in our facilities, curriculum, and tools to help give graduates a competitive edge.

Pictured (l to ri): Sydney (’15), Saige (’22), Brian, Michelle, and Gabby Wimes (’17)
Students lift each other up in prayer through the new Prayer Wall.
THE ST. TERESA’S ACADEMY PRAYER WALL is found outside the Chapel of St. Joseph in the Windmoor Center. As students enter the Chapel for Class Masses, Adoration, or independent prayer, they may post an anonymous petition on the “Hear My Prayer” wall. Those entering the Chapel may select a prayer to lend their voices to the intention. The prayer is pinned on the “Your Prayer has been Heard” wall upon leaving.

Andrea Essner, director of campus ministry and service, expressed, “The Prayer Wall helps to illustrate the powerful reality that we are all connected to one another, that we all are struggling with similar things and can relate to one another.”

At the end of the fall semester, over 500 petitions had been offered for prayer. Senior Maura Graham said, “I love giving up Mass for someone else. It takes the stress from someone, and brings the STA community together to be there for one another.”

“It’s a good way to bring the STA sisterhood full circle. Holding the anonymous prayers in your heart, lifting it up to God, brings the sense of community together even more.”

– Claire Wunder (‘19) STA Daily Prayer Coordinator
ENDOWING EDUCATION

With a $100,000 gift to St. Teresa’s Academy in 1993, the Forster Powers Charitable Trust began a 24-year long tradition of helping to fund the education of hundreds of young women.

STA STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM A GIVING NATURE

Arthur (Art) Forster was described as a person who, “When he walked in a room, he was adding value.” He grew up with a strong Catholic upbringing in Kansas City, Missouri, in St. Francis Xavier Parish. He was a member of the first graduating class of Rockhurst College in 1918. As he launched his career, Mr. Forster found his success in several industries, including real estate, and was owner of the Arthur A. Forster Co.

Among Mr. Forster’s many virtues was his philanthropy. He was a very humble and giving person whom many would turn to for help. To benefit others, Mr. Forster created the MH Gray Charitable Trust in 1968. The Trust was renamed the Forster Powers Charitable Trust in 1983 in honor of Mr. Forster’s mother, Louise Engle Forster, and his sister, Helen Forster Powers.

Since Mr. Forster’s death in 1985, the Trust has been administered by his close friends and associates who have continued his focus on benefiting Catholic and educational organizations. Since 1993, over $700,000 has been donated to St. Teresa’s Academy, which has benefited 170 students through scholarships.

Maureen Egan, class of 2018, is one of 14 students who was awarded a scholarship from the Forster Powers Charitable Trust during the 2017-2018 school year. Maureen expressed, “I am super thankful to have received this scholarship and to go to school at STA. I couldn’t have afforded to attend otherwise.” Maureen continues the family legacy of attending St. Teresa’s, having followed in the footsteps of both her mother and sister.
Each year, St. Teresa’s Academy offers approximately 150 scholarships to students, including incoming freshmen. It is through the generosity of our benefactors who support these scholarships that St. Teresa’s can continue to offer a premiere, Catholic, college-prep education to young women in the Kansas City area. Thank you to all who have established and continue to support the following scholarships:

140th Anniversary Scholarship
Academy Woman Scholarship
Advisory Board Scholarship
Richard and Gwen Aylward Scholarship
Joy Locke Bauers Memorial Scholarship
Janet E. Bax Scholarship
Black Community Fund Scholarship*
Live Like Luke Bresette Scholarship
MaeJuana Bumpus Scholarship*
William E. and Janice Neenan Clarkson Scholarship
Class of 1969 Scholarship
Sr. Patricia Clune Scholarship
Coca-Cola Bottling Company Scholarship
Mary Ann Higgins Craven Scholarship
William and Dorothy Curry Family Scholarship
Cusack/Bauman Family Scholarship
Sr. Olive Louise Dallavis CSJ Scholarship
Mary Ellen and Roy Daly Scholarship
Eileen Drummond Scholarship*
Kathie and Don Drummond Family Scholarship
Drummond Sisters Scholarship
Patricia Ann Whalen Dunlay Scholarship*
Lara Phelps Dwyer Scholarship
Terry Egelhoff and Joan Jordan Scholarship
Enright Foundation Scholarship
Joseph and Marjorie Fahey Scholarship
Marjorie Rogers Fahey Scholarship
Fahey Sesquicentennial Scholarship
Hannah Rue Farnan Scholarship
Nan Murphy Finucane Scholarship
Patricia M. Fitzgerald Scholarship
Sr. Helen Flemington Scholarship
Donald Foley Family Scholarship
Forster Powers Charitable Trust Scholarship
Helen Franke-Joslin Scholarship
Anne and Thomas Fritzlen Scholarship
Geisel Family Scholarship
Give A Year Scholarship*
Goppert Foundation Scholarship
Governing Board Scholarship
Dr. Joe Grantham Scholarship
Joseph P. Sr. and Maureen A. Gravino Memorial Scholarship
Alice Daly Grimm Scholarship
Marion Huber Haake Scholarship
Martha Head Scholarship
Mara Herrington Scholarship
John and Mildred Hocevar Scholarship
Katherine Diers Hodes Scholarship
Mary Anne Hoecker Scholarship
Hudak, Vines, McCarthy Scholarship
House of Menuha Legacy Scholarship
Mary Therese Ismert Scholarship
Steven Karlin Scholarship
James B. and Patricia Kelly Memorial Scholarship
Elizabth H. Kirk Scholarship*
Kissick Family Scholarship
Virginia Reardon Kopp Scholarship
Sr. Harriet Koutsoumpas Scholarship
Terri Hastings LaManno Scholarship*
Rebecca Marie Lueke Scholarship
Madden Family Scholarship
Ellen Hughes Marx Scholarship
HJ Massman III Scholarship
McDonald Campbell Family Scholarship
McDonnell Family Scholarship
Sr. Rose McClarney Scholarship
McMahon Family Scholarship
McMichael Family Scholarship
Lawrence and Mary Jane Meyer Scholarship
Pauline and Charles S. Miller Family Scholarship
Miller-Nichols Charitable Trust Scholarship
Colleen Mulcahy Scholarship
Helen Diers Neenan Scholarship
Isabelle Neenan Scholarship
Jack and Dorothy Sipp Nestor Scholarships
Jack and Dorothy Sipp Nestor Scholarship
Sr. Dorothy Eleanor Sipp, CSJ Scholarship
Bob and Eleanor Sipp Wilkes Scholarship
Pegasus Capital Management Technology Scholarship*
Porto Family Scholarship
Ray of Hope Scholarship*
Aileen Altman Richmond Scholarship
Mary Catherine Eagan Robertson Scholarship
Searles-Gannon Scholarship
STA Alumnae Scholarship
STA Bridge Club Scholarship*
STA Faculty/Staff/Administration Scholarship
STA Fine Arts Booster Scholarship*
STA Star Scholarship
Switzer/Wholey Family Scholarship
Eileen Teahan Scholarship
Rose Sarli Teicher Scholarship
Amy Thompson Scholarship
Byron and Jeanne Collins Thompson Scholarship
Joan Lodde Thompson Scholarship
Betty Waters Tiehen Scholarship
Tierney Family Scholarship
Sr. Joan Tolle Scholarship
Toplikar Family Scholarship
Howard Turtle Scholarship*
Sr. Barbara Verheyen, CSJ Scholarship
Carol A. Warren Memorial Scholarship
Wilson-Hvass Scholarship
Victor Zahner Scholarship

*Annually funded scholarship
New scholarships for 2017
“I’ve always believed in education for women. It goes back many years in my family.”

— Kitty Tierney

EMPOWERING WOMEN

IN 2017, THE TIERNEY FAMILY GENEROUSLY decided to share the gift of an education at St. Teresa’s Academy with other young women by starting the Tierney Family Scholarship. The Scholarship will be awarded to an incoming freshman, solely based upon financial need, and will follow that young woman throughout her four years at St. Teresa’s.

Strong, educated women have long grown within the branches of the Tierney family tree, and some of their roots began in the STA community. James Tierney’s mother, Anna Schweiger Tierney, graduated St. Teresa’s Academy as a member of the class of 1913. Growing up in Chillicothe, Kitty Tierney was surrounded and influenced by aunts who all completed college.

When it came to Kitty and James’s daughters, Ann Tierney Prochnow (’85) and Katie Tierney Blando (’88), St. Teresa’s Academy was chosen to help prepare them for their college and career choices. Ann’s daughter, Sophia Prochnow (’16), made her own decision to continue the family legacy.

Ann, who is a member of the STA Board of Directors, stated, “At St. Teresa’s, you are surrounded by all these women who not only want to do well academically, but also want to do well in the world.”
St. Teresa’s Academy would like to recognize and thank the benefactors who made gifts to the Academy Fund, endowment, scholarships and special events in 2017. Annual gifts allow for the school to offer a wide range of programs and initiatives to help keep St. Teresa’s Academy at the forefront of private, secondary education.

**St. Teresa Society**
$50,000 - $99,999
- McDonnell Foundation, Inc.
- Jean and Tom McDonnell

**Heritage Society**
$20,000 - $49,999
- Elinor and Tom Bax
- Don Foley
- Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
- Brenda and Ron Karlin
- Kessick Construction Co.
- Jim Kissick
- Mark One Electric Company
- Rosana Privitera Biondo
- McGee Foundation
- Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet

**Carondelet Circle**
$5,000 - $19,999
- Anonymous
- Black Community Fund
- Michelle and John Bunch
- Jennifer and Jefferson Coates
- Country Club Bank
- Lynn and Tom DeBacco
- The Dehaemers Family Charitable Trust
- Jeremy and Bryan Didier
- JE Dunn Construction Co.
- Lara Phelps Dwyer Foundation Fund
- Fidelity Charitable Gift
- Chrissie and Doug Fielder
- Gaines Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of the U.S.
- Charitable Gift Trust
- Jayne Gaines
- Teresa Gaines
- Mary Carol and Dan Garrity
- Dan Harrington

**A HISTORY OF GIVING**

- This donor has consistently made gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy over the last five years.
- This donor has consistently made gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy over the last 10 years.
- This donor is deceased.

**President’s Council**
$1,000 - $4,999
- Anonymous
- Kerry and Matthew Adam
- Jacqueline and Jerry Adriano
- Janine and Bill Akers
- American Century Investments
- AT Industries
- Bethann and Ronald Baker
- Pamela and Jon Baker
- Kathleen and John Barry
- Tatia and Josh Batz
- James B. & Kathleen Harvey
- Betterman Family Fund
- Beyer Crushed Rock
- Black & McDonald
- Jamie and Randy Boatsman
- Amy and Anthony Bode
- Dori and Bradley Boers
- Nan and Bill Bone
- Stefanie and Chris Bresette
- Martha and E. J. Burke
- Mary Beth Cicchetti
- Julie Clarkson
- Colliers International
- Maribeth and Andrew Colombo
- Daniel Connealy
- Bonnie and Keith Connell
- Constance M. Cooper Charitable Foundation
- Cornell Roofing
- Gail B. Crump
- Mary Jo and Warren De Maio
- Sheila Dougherty
- Katie and Ryan Duffy
- Lisa and Stephen Dunleavy
- Anne and Steve Dunn
- Marianne and Bill Dunn
- Kathy and David Dwyer
- Kelly and Mark Dwyer
- Lisa and Mark Ebbits
- Susan and Christopher Eubank
- Sue and Joe Fahey
- J.M. Fahey Construction Co.
- Ellen and Kerrn Fendler
- Fendler Family Fund
- Amy and Scott Fiss
- Jennifer and Tim Fortin
- Gould Evans Associates
- Joanne and Matt Gratton
- Barb and Jon Haden
- HarenLaughlin Restoration
- Mara and Billy Hodes
- Terry Holmer
- Bette and Bill Hoskins
- Roseann and Jim Hudnall
- Jennifer and Dan Koetting
- Brooke and Jeffrey Kuntz
- Jim LaManno
- Jennifer and Phillip Latier
- Patty and Tom Laughlin
- Donna Loren and Dennis Harrisch
- Loretto in Kansas City Financial Aid Fund
- Babette Macy and Jerry Bauers
- Beth and Brian Madden
- La Donna and John Marietti
- Mark One Electric Co., Inc.
- Jeanne and James Martin
- Kristi and Kevin Martinez
- Kerri and Joe Massman
- Loretta and Dick McCarthy
- Kandi and Mark McCasland
- McCullough Family Foundation
- Tricia and Todd McCullough
- Betty McDonnell
- Jill and Thomas McGee
- Laurie and George McIney
- Betsy and George Medina
- Elizabeth Medina
- Charlotte and Ed Mehner
- Robert E. Miller Group
- Judy Miniaci
- The Moran Company LLC
- Vicki and Greg Muehlbach
- Kathy and Jack Newman
- M.A. Nigro and Associates, LLC
- Old World Spices & Seasonings, Inc.
- Pegasus Capital Management
- Sigrid and Joe Perich
- Personalized for You
- Kathy and Jim Poliselli
- The Raphael Hotel Group
- Bob Rodriguez
- Kathy and Tony Rohr
- Jane and Larry Rues
- Megan and Brian Schaefer
- Christine and Daniel Schipfer
- Debby and Jake Schloegel
- Angie and Rusty Smith
- Robin and William Spooner
- Christina and David Staker
- Martha and Rodd Staker
- Michele and Jim Stowers
- Charitable Trust
- Superior Bowen
- Amy and Mark Thompson
- Joan Thompson
- Pam and Scott Thompson
- Rita and James Tiehen
- Julie Trotter
- Emily and Steve Truebner
- Gretchen and Eric Vosburgh
- W Carter & Associates Glazing
- Julie Walker-Browne and Peter Browne
- Diane and Rob Wilmot
- Erica Wilson
- Maureen and Stephen Wirtz
- Pat and Owen Zidar

**Academy Club**
$500 - $999
- Jon Bartek
- Sally Batz
- Megan and Rick Benben
- Laura and Brook Benge
- Molly and Keenan Berghoff
- Patricia A. Bernal
- Katie and Phil Blando
- Caroline Blankemeyer
- Adam Bold
- John Braley
- Kathy and Bruce Brodie
- Mary Ann and Spencer Brown
- Mary and John Buchanan
- Kathy and Frank Carey
- Alexandria Cleveland
- Elizabeth and Carl Cleveland
- Anne and Kevin Connor
- Cathy and Tom Cooney
- Virginia and Tom Coppiinger
- Kristin Crawford
- Charitable Trust
- Superior Bowen
- Amy and Mark Thompson
- Joan Thompson
- Pam and Scott Thompson
- Rita and James Tiehen
- Julie Trotter
- Emily and Steve Truebner
- Gretchen and Eric Vosburgh
- W Carter & Associates Glazing
- Julie Walker-Browne and Peter Browne
- Diane and Rob Wilmot
- Erica Wilson
- Maureen and Stephen Wirtz
- Pat and Owen Zidar

**Keely and Brendan Daly**
- Edie and Vincent DeSantis
- Eileen Drummond
- Ann and David Eckels
- Peggy and David Ekerdt
- Epoxy Coating Specialists
- Excelerator Track Club
- Vincent Fitzgerald
- Nancy and Mark Fitzpatrick
- Barbara and Steven Flynn
- Jennifer and Steven Franke
- Virginia Geraci
- Mary and Paul Giordano
- Beth Haden
- Martha Head
- Louanne Hein
- Kathy and Bill Henderson
- Laura and Augie Huber
- Chrystal and Ken Huber
- Norman Karlin
- Jennifer and Tom Kelley
- Rosemary Kilker
- Meghan Kill
- Mary and Tom Kramer
- Annie and Doug Kremers
- Mary Leigh and Dave Krull
- Janie and Alan Lankford
- Angela and Gordon Laville
- Susannah and Mark Lessing
- Carrie and Terry Madden
- Susan Mancuso
- Ellen D. McCarthy
- Madelyn and Harry McLean, Jr.
- Patty and Mike McMahon
- Suzanne Meyer
- Lee Ann and John Miller
- Margie and Carey Morrison
- Erin and Stephen Mos
- Maureen Nash and Fred Crouch
- Neenan Company
- Andrea and Chris Newman
- Mary and Dan Oades
Michele McGrath Schloegel ('58) and Frank Schloegel began their long-term giving to St. Teresa’s Academy with a donation to support the Janet Bax Scholarship, which honors their good friends’ daughter. Their generous giving has continued to a variety of causes at St. Teresa’s over the course of the past 19 years. Like many valuable donors, their long-term support is honored and celebrated.

In addition to their valuable giving, Michele and Frank have enjoyed the unique opportunity of sharing their home with their granddaughter, Sal Scott ('18), during her high school years at St. Teresa’s. Sal’s parents (Theresa Schloegel Scott ('89) and Jeffrey Scott) live in Belize, Central America. Sal chose to attend St. Teresa’s for high school so she could receive “the best education possible.”
Leanne and Tim Fitzgerald
Dorothy Flanagan
Shauna and Steve Fletcher
Sharon and Jim Flynn
Sheila Fogel
Janet Frank
Susan and Laurence Freeman
Julie Frickleton
Barbara Froeschl
Alice and Frank Galiano
Nancy and Bill Gallagher
Maggie and Michael Garozzo
Mary Ann and Tom Giefer
Nita Gill
Carolyn and Frank Gollings
Vern Goodman
Linda Grace
Nancy and Richard Graham
Elena and Sean Grams
Melissa and Peter Grams
Nancy Grasse
Susie Haake
Jessica Hagen
Mary Pat Hagenhoff
Nancy Hampton
Kathy and Jim Hardwick
Jim Harrington
Brooke and Doug Harris
Sue and Joe Harsa
Kyle Hartman
Tera and Christopher Hawley
Yvette Bumpus Heath
Shannon and Thomas Heffron
Reesa and John Helzberg
Kellee and Ron Hercules
Herrington Properties
Vicki Hicks
Jennifer Hill
Melissa and Robert Hingula
Ann Hiskon
Chris Hoffmeier
Regina and Jim Hogan
Joanne Holdeman
Maureen and Dan Holman
Anita and Don Horine
Christine and David Huff
Maria Huntsberry
Claudia and Scott Huse
Blair and Mike Hyde
Richard Ising
JLL Community Connections
Audrey Johnson
Suzanne and Roger Johnson
Joan and Jim Jones
Joan and Rick Jones
Dennis Joray
Caitlin Burke Jordan
Laurie and Mark Juhnke
Kristin Kadel
Jan Kahl
Mary Sue and Jim Karl
Joan and Bill Kauten
Bo Keatley
Alice and Pat Keller
Dan Kelly
Sue and Bob Kelly
Jeanette and Bob Kerschen
Michele Kerwin
Virginia and Keith Kimerer
Evelyn King
Mary Kitchin
Nancy and Steve Kitts
Jason Klumb
Kathy and Bob Koenig
Mary Lee and George Koppe
Mary Bridget and Greg Kratoof
Elizabeth and Edward Krisor
Margaret and Joseph Krupp
Cammutt Kruhshall
Mary and Bob Kuhnlein
Kris and Robert Lafferty
Mary and Larry Lampton
Roberta Lancaster
Jeanne and Larry Lancey
Sonya and Steven Lange
Susan and Roger Langenheim
Angela and Jason Lanter
Susan and Rich Laubengayer
Jean Lee
Kim Lemar
Joel LeMense
Jeanette and Rob LePique
David Lindley
Patti and Jim Lissone
Lockton Companies, Inc.
Kathleen and Sam Lombardo
Marie and Pat Looney
Sallie and Harry Lowery
Magdalena and William Luehrs
Lucie and Mark Maguire
Robert Malone
Donna and Michael Mandl
Polly and Rich Mandl
Manica Architecture
Charla and Larry Manica
Jackie and Andrew Marquardt
Keisha Martin
Cathy and John Marx
Masco Corporation
Kathy and Ted Mattucks
Maywood Printing Co.
Ann McAuliffe
Julie and Mike McCann
Ellen McCarthy
Jesdon and Michael McCowen
Brid McGilley
Kathryn and Mark McGilley
Kathy McGinley
Catherine McKay
Patricia McKenna
Melissa and Brandon McNamany
Kerri and Matthew McNatt
Kathleen Medina
Ruth Meunier
Barbara and Bernard Meyer
Jana Mickey
Amy and Vince Migliazzo
Bernadette Miller
Carol Miller
Karen and Sean Miller
Susan and Steve Miller
Margaret Mitchell
Mary Kay and John Mitchell
Patricia Monks
Katy and John Morris
Karen and Ralph Morrison
Molly and Joe Morrissey
Muehlebach Funeral Care
Marcella Muehlebach
Joye and Harry Mullins
Kathy and Frank Mulvey
Jean Neenan and Russ Small
Kathleen O’Connell and Tom Weishar
Andy O’Dower
Mary and Charles O’Dower
Bridget Oelklaus
Cathy and Bruce Olberding
Teresa and Don Olsen
Omaha Community Foundation
Pamela O’Neal
Terry O’Neil
Kelly Ormsby
Dan Oxlery
Peggy and John Oxlery
Rose Mary and Larry Padberg
Peggy and Fred Paddock
Mary Padilla
Robin and Sal Panis
Sam Panis
Paula and Frank Passantino
Mary Jo Phelps
Kathleen Stowers Potter
Sharon and Paul Potts
Nora Powell
Monica Rafter
Jane and Kurt Rall
Julie and Jeff Reib
Susan and Richard Reid
Jane Ramm Rerечек
Robbin Reynolds
Karen Rice
Kathy Richards
Aileen and John Richmond
Traci Riekhof
Pat and John Roberts
Rodriguez Family
Yolanda Rodriguez
Mary and Tim Rooney
Carol Rost
Susan Rowland
Chissy Ruark
Jeannie and Brian Ruch
Elizabeth and Frank San Filippo
Denise and Dave Schloegel
Zeny and Daniel Schmidt
Lisa and Charles Schmitz
Jennifer and Daniel Schroeder
Patti and Tom Schugel
Theresa and Jeffrey Scott
Susan and Michael Scully
Susan Seamands
Ellen and David Sedeno
JoAnn and John Severin
Virginia Shackelford
Deborah Shaddy
Nancy and David Shuss
Kay and Chuck Sipple
Merilyn Smalley
Angie and Brian Smith
Bette and David Smith
Claire and Stephen Smith
Deborah and John Smith
Mary Christine Smith
Maureen and Gary Smith
Wendy and Glenn Smith
Gerri and Frank Soplya
Carol and Bob Spachman
Kathleen and Grant Spiking
Colleen and Thomas Stack
Julie London Stamm
J. Harlan Stamper
Mary and Edward Stang
Cindy and Vance Stasevich
Maria and Jack Stasi
Melissa and T.J. Steck
Kitty and Bo Steed
Rosanna Stephens
Marilynn and Joe Sterner
Erin Schneider Stucky and
Paul Stucky
Sue and Jim Stupply
Erin Sullivan
RoseMarie and Steve Swarts
Nancy and Joe Taschler
Rich Teahan
Susan Thompson
Judy Tierney
Jennifer and Michael Torti
Ann and Mark Travis
Katie and Bradley Trenkle
Trezo Mare Operating Co.
Joan and Pasquale Trozzolo
Debbie and Gene Twellman
United Way of Greater Kansas City
Ann and Eric Van Buskirk
Chris Van Eper
Kathy and Steve Van Lueshout
Joanne Waers
Karen and Brian Walker
Theresa Walker
Maureen Walsh
Patty Walsh
Patty and Dennis Walsh
Kathy and Tom Walters
Margie and Bob Wandel
Patty Waris
Phyllis Washington
Christian Weld-Brown
Jim Brown
Patricia and Gene Welsh
Kimberly West and Richard Hutson
Leslie and Jim Whitaker
Carolyn Wiedeman
Bonnie and Daniel Witt
Susie and Chad Wolland
Julie and Mike Wood
Karen Worthington
Linda and Larry Wyatt
Leslie and Duane Young
Jenifer and Shaun Zacharias
Gail Zink
Kris Zondac
Honor Roll
Gifts up to $99
Maria Accurso
Jean Adam
Nancy and Norman Adams
Sherry Alewine
Kathleen and Joseph Allan
Andrew Aldredge
Karen and Enis Aldredge, Jr.
Kathy and Bob Allen
Norma Allen
Brenda and Mark Allert
Elizabeth and Joseph Altenhofen
Lana and Mark Anderson
Pam and Paul Anderson
Sharon Amett
Jean Ashbury
Carol Ann and Bob Ashby
Joan and Ken Asher
Scott Atkinson
Bridgie Auckland
Robin Ayers
Barbara Aziere
Kelly Badali
Virginia Bagby
Lisa and Bryan Bailey
Mary Susan Bailey-Young
Mary Lou Balano
Julie Balnis
Betty Barber
Mary Louise Barreto
Nancy and Jon Bartek
Mary Louise Bartolomi
Katie Berriots
Rita and Jim Berry
Abby and Jeff Beyrau
Kimberly and Michael Bigg
Toni Jean Bink
Carolyn and Jerry Biritz
Elizabeth Blackard
Sandra and Larry Blackburn
Patty Blaich
Nicole Blanck
Barbara Blickhan
Diane and Tom Boatman
Ellen and Dan Bolen
Linda and Pat Bolen
Deborah and Millard Bondurant
Mary and Charles Boone
Maria and Gib Bourk
Gwen and James Bowje
Lorraine Boyd
Jessica Bradford
Susan Bradley
Emily and Tom Brady
Patty and Jim Brasel
Hannah Bredar
Marieke Breitenstein
Grace and Mike Brisby
Joanne and Mike Brosnahan
Kate Thompson Brown
Melinda and Duane Brown
Katie and Michael Buchanan
Ryan Buns
Mandy and Scott Burdit
Nancy and Greg Burger
Chris and Jerry Burke
Kay and Jerry Burke
Beth Burnett and Greg Patterson
Mary and Brian Burns
Kimberly Busch
Amanda Buscher
Linda Byrd
Andrea Byrne
Rita Bystrek
Valerie and Mark Cauffey
Barbara and Doug Campbell
Lauren Heermann Cano
Kristie and James Carney
Leo Carr
Donna Carrier
Amy and Todd Carroll
Joan and Bob Carter
Kim and Chris Carter
Mary and Michael Carter
Jennifer Casey
Kim Casey
Pamela Casper
Jane and John Cassidy
Jennifer Chambers
Nan Chapman
Michael Chiaipetta
Donald Chobanian
John Chomica
Nicole and Clint Christy
Debbie and Mike Cioffi
Carol Claassen
Anya and Yorty Clark
Susan and Christopher Clements
Robin Cline
Diane and Jerry Cobb
Bill Coleman
Gretchen Collins
Kitty and Thomas Colwell
Tracey and Patrick Concannon
Nancy and Kevin Connell
Juliet Connolle
Martha Conrad
Patrice Coolick, CSJ
Scheri Coonts
Janet Corcoran
Catherine Corey
Molly and Paul Corkill
Jordan and Aaron Cornett
Jane and Joseph Cory
Ambra Cosentino
Cathy and Albert Cowan
Bonnie and Thomas Cowherd
Mary Cowherd
Sharon and John Cox
Suzanne and Dwight Cramer
Edward Cratlin
Lenette and Dana Crawford
Ann and Frank Crist
Elizabeth and Craig Cronin
Patricia and James Cross
Lenora Crowder
Laura and Joseph Crowe
Brad Cummings
Lisa and Thomas Cummings
Cure of Ars Boy Scout Troop #395
Jennie Curry
Susan and Gerald Daly
Anne and William Damico
Mary and Joe Davidson
Frances Dean
Tiffany and Dennis Delaney
Dan Dercher
Abby Fagan DesMarteau
Ruth Deschulcs
Anne Devaney and Talis Bergmanis
Mary Ellen Devine
Judith Diamond
Lee and John Diamond
Diana Diaz
Morris Dickens
Scout Distefano
Tess Distefano
Stephanie and Douglas Dockhorn
Judy and Tom Donnelly
Mary Ann Donovan, CSJ
Viola and Tom Dorrian
Kathleen and Mitchell Dorris
Mart and Hugh Downey
Mary and Bruce Dreiling
Pam and Keith Dreiling
David Drozdo
Marianne Drozd
Pamela and Ronald Drozd
Tom Drummond
Janet and Lawrence Drury
Laura Duchhardt and Mike Walker
Kathy Duggan
Duke Dujakovich
Karim and Jack Dunbar
Kathleen Dunham
Patricia Dunn
Virginia and Tom Edwards
Jennie and Tom Egan
Peggy Eggers
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"There’s something special about STA. It was my home for four years, and I love it. I feel that if I’m able to give back, I should.”

– Carrie Hudson (’13)

EVEN WHILE A STUDENT at St. Teresa’s Academy, Carrie Hudson (’13) would give back when she was able. Upon Carrie’s high school graduation, her mother, Debi Hudson, STA director of college counseling, gave a Christmas gift in Carrie’s honor to the STA Women’s Circle of Giving, establishing a pattern of giving that still exists.

Carrie stated, “Reading the Women’s Circle of Giving grants allows me to keep up with what’s going on at St. Teresa’s, including the advances in STEAM curriculum. It feels like I have a piece of STA.” Now a college graduate, Carrie serves the dear neighbor in her community through her career with a national non-profit organization.
Sr. Ruth Stuckel, CSJ, has retired but returns to STA to support the CSJA Program.
In 2008, the Associate Program of the CSJ (Congregation of St. Joseph) was introduced at St. Teresa’s Academy to provide participating faculty and staff with a deeper understanding of the history and charisms (the gift of the Holy Spirit) of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. All faculty and staff are invited to join the annual formation program, which takes place over the course of the academic year.

Coordinators and theology teachers, Michael Sanem and Jennifer Greene, lead the formation program with the valuable help and insights of Sr. Ruth Stuckel, CSJ. Each participant is assigned a CSJA mentor and works within a group through different chapters, such as the history, charisms, and spirituality of the Sisters of St Joseph.

Michael reflected, “Going through the CSJA formation gives greater appreciation of the unique ways the Sisters and their partners live the gospel. One of the main reasons I chose to become a CSJA was to have a better understanding and expertise to speak about the mission. Becoming an Associate has influenced my curriculum.”

“The CSJA program provides both time and opportunity to deepen relationships—not only to truly care for the dear neighbor, but also to inspire everyone to spread the good news of God’s infinite, unconditional, and eternal love.”

—Sr. Ruth Stuckel, CSJ
When completed, the renovation to the Goppert Center will add over 25,000 square feet to the facilities within the Windmoor campus.
St. Teresa’s Academy would like to recognize and thank the benefactors who made pledges or gifts to the Academy 150 Capital Campaign. The results of the Campaign ensure that students and faculty will benefit from the most advanced educational tools and spaces to learn, study, exercise, and grow in faith.

**St. Joseph Society $100,000 & above**
- Anonymous
- Beyer Crushed Rock
- Millie and Mike Brown
- Country Club Bank
- DST Systems, Inc.
- Connie and Kevin Fahey
- Joe and Sue Fahey
- Don Foley
- Goppert Foundation
- William T. Kemper Foundation
- Kissick Construction Co.
- Margaret and Robert Langdon
- Peggy Massman
- Jean and Tom McDonnell
- McDonnell Foundation, Inc.
- Sherman Family Foundation
- Kitty and James Tierney
- J and G Wylie Foundation

**Heritage Society $20,000 - $49,999**
- Aylward Family Charitable Foundation
- Anne and Kevin Connor
- Constance M. Cooper
- Mary Jo and Warren De Maio
- Eileen Drummond
- William H. Dunn, Sr.
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- John Fitzgerald
- Ann and Joe Hodes
- Jim Kissick
- Kistler Family Charitable Giving Fund
- Robin and Mark Kistler
- Lankford Fendler & Associates
- Jill and Thomas McGee
- Rosie and Tim McNamara
- Erin and Stephen Mos
- Bridget and John Murphy
- Roadbuilders Machinery and Supply
- Kathie and John Schirger
- Janet and Bob Wholey
- Kathleen and Kurt Wiedeman

**Carondelet Circle $5,000 - $19,999**
- Anonymous
- Brenda Aylward
- William Robert Aylward Trust
- Tatia and Josh Batz
- Laura and Brook Bengtson
- Nan and Bill Bone
- Kate Thompson Brown
- Susan Campbell
- Cathy and Tom Cooney
- Mary Ellen Dick
- Jeremy and Bryan Didier
- Ann and David Eckels
- The Evans Family Charitable Fund
- Maureen Evans
- Shauna and Steve Fletcher
- Becky and Rob Flores
- Martha and John Frankel
- Jim and Ellen Glynn Family Foundation
- Ellen and Jim Glynn
- Barb and Jon Haden
- Beth Haden
- Kathy Hauser and Fred Ernst
- Bette and Bill Hoskins
- Molly and Jeffrey Hupke
- Kathy and Tom Jantsch
- Elizabeth and Mark Jerome
- Lamar Advertising
- Teresa Lyon
- Beth and Brian Madden
- Jsidon and Michael McCowen
- Patty and Mike McMahon
- Judy Miniaci
- Mary Carol Mitchell
- Irrevocable Trust
- Mary and John O’Connor
- Suzanne and David Oliver
- Sharon and Steven Perry
- Mary Jo Phelps
- Rosana Privitera-Biondo
- Ann and Tyler Prochnow
- Anne and Jeff Randolph
- Lynn and Jay Reardon
- Peggy and Kerry Reardon
- Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
- Kathy and Tony Rohr
- Jennifer and Glen Sanford
- Megan and Brian Schafer
- Susan and Michael Scully
- Melissa and David Skeens
- Christina and David Staker
- Martha and Rodd Staker
- Michele and Jim Stowers
- Jeannie Strandjord
- Amy and Mark Thompson
- Julie and Chris Thompson
- Mary and Paul Thompson
- Pam and Scott Thompson
- The Ernst and Gertrude Ticho Charitable Foundation
- Peggy and Jim Van Dyke
- Nancy Vines
- Bonnie and Gary Vontz
- Kathy and Greg Watkins
- Joane and Bryan Willerson
- Diane and Rob Wilmot
- Michelle and Brian Wimes
- Maureen and Stephen Wirtz
- Pat and Owen Zidar

**President’s Council $1,000 - $4,999**
- Anonymous
- Estra-Rebecca Appelman
- Karen and Nick Anello
- Elizabeth Baker
- Kathleen and John Barry
- Joanie Cusack Bauman
- Paula and Mike Birchmore
- Katie and Phil Blandon
- Mary Ann and Spencer Brown
- Katie and Michael Buchanan
- Peggy Burns-Yocum
- Russell Yocum
- Jean Carey-Brendle and Steven Brendle
- Dorothy and Bill Curry
- Barbara and John Cusick
- Allison Dodds
- Brenda and Kevin Doyle
- Kelly and Mick Drummond
- Janis and George Fakoury
- Mary and Craig Fisher
- Laura and Greg Fowler
- Molly and Jon Grams
- Jennifer and Denis Greene
- Amy Hart
- Martha Head
- Paula and David Holmqvist
- Roseann and Jim Hudnall
- Debi and John Hudson
- Theresa and Alfred Hupp
- Mary Jane and Michael Judy
- Karen Kelly
- Jeanette and Bob Kerschen
- Kate and Donald Klumb
- Bridget and Nick Krieger
- Sue Ann and James Leonard
- Kristen and Brad Lewis
- Babette Macy and Jerry Bauers
- Jeannie and James Martin
- Carolyn and Michael McCausland
- Barb McCormick
- Laurie and George McLiney
- Maribeth and Tom McMahon
- Denise McNerney
- Ann and Ed McShane
- Elizabeth Medina
- Charles Meisch
- Karlin Meyers
- Robert E. Miller Group
- Jody and Jim Olson
- Marybeth Malsie Swartz
- O’Malley
- Nancy and Terry O’Neill
- Sheila Pendergast
- Marion and Emmett Pierson Jr.
- Sarah and Chris Ralph
- MarQuita Ratcliff
- Twila and Stan Samborski
- Molly and Paul Sauder
- Christine and Daniel Schipfer
- Nancy and Charles Schorgl
- Christy and Pat Sirridge
- Jeannie and Steve Soplya
- James M. and Jane H. Stacy
- Charitable Fund
- Jan and Jim Stacy
- M. Jeannine Strandjord
- Charitable Fund
- Holly Streeter-Schaefer
- Julie and John Strickland
- Brideg and Noah Sturr
- Colleen and Bill Teasdale
- Anna Marie and Eric Vogel
- Ann and Walter Von Greg
- Albertine and Ralph Votapek
- Keli and John Wenzel
- Molly and Ted Wiedeman

**Academy Club $500 - $999**
- Alison Barnes-Martin and Richard Martin
- Susie and Mike Barnthouse
- Patricia A. Bernal
- Katie and Steve Brooks
- Kiraan Chandra
- Lenette and Dakota Crawford
- Laura Duchardt and Mike Walker
- Maureen and Michael Euston
- Caela Farren
- Jerry Featherston
- Monica and George Forbes
- Tina and Mike Gaughan
- Robin Good
- Dianne and Leo Hirner
- Ali and Mark Hough
- Marcy Hupp
- Theodore Iliff
BY THE SPRING OF 2018, the vision, hard work, and support of a great many in the St. Teresa’s Academy community will be realized with the completed expansion of the Goppert Center. Valued supporters of the Academy 150 Capital Campaign will be responsible for elevating the level of education being offered to current and future generations of STA students.

As a result of support of the Academy 150 Capital Campaign, advantages provided to STA students will include:

- A State-of-the-Art Library/Entrepreneurship and Learning Center
- Robotics Lab/Makerspace, supporting STA’s STEAM emphasis
- Prominent Campus Ministry Department
- Active Learning Classrooms
- New Athletic Spaces, including an updated workout facility
- Expanded Endowment, making an STA education more affordable
- Campus Preservation and Arboretum
- Accessibility for All, with a new elevator and accessible restrooms
- New Star Shop and Concession Stand

Help is still needed to reach the Academy 150 Capital Campaign fundraising goals. To make your donation or three-year pledge, please visit www.stteresasacademy.org/giving.
“These enhancements are what young women in our community need to fully embrace their lives with no limits.”

– Tom McDonnell
To acknowledge and honor major donors to the Academy 150 Capital Campaign, an art installation titled, BLOOM, has been commissioned from Kansas City artist Rachelle Gardner-Roe. When completed, BLOOM will be installed within the vestibule in the main entrance to the Goppert Center, providing a beautiful reminder of the supportive St. Teresa’s Academy community.

Rachelle drew inspiration from the magnolia trees on the Windmoor campus. In detailing the inspiration for the work of art, she stated, “Each lace petal represents a donor and together, they create golden, blooming clusters of lace. Along with this metaphorical representation, each petal is connected to a ‘root’ that leads to the name of a donor. The suspended sculpture creates a floating effect, while the roots are attached to the wall, lending to an ethereal quality that is simultaneously grounded.

“As St. Teresa’s Academy cultivates the intellectual and spiritual blooming of young women, may BLOOM be a reminder of this dichotomous nature, of loss and gain, and of the path behind us, but may it also be a welcoming herald into a space made possible by the collective spirit of many, looking to the future.”

INSPIRATION BLOOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Windmoor Club</th>
<th>$100 - $249</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia and Bren Abbott</td>
<td>Ty Abney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Amick</td>
<td>Julia Amigo and Alberto Parajon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Chris and Harold Arens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget and Kristin Baker</td>
<td>Beth and Tom Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Befort</td>
<td>Meghan Berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee and Dail Blake</td>
<td>Megan Blaufuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana and Greg Blessen</td>
<td>Andrew Boland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Ann Booker</td>
<td>Kathy and Bruce Brodie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha and John Burge</td>
<td>Mark Caffrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean and David Chesney</td>
<td>Katie Kieffer Choquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Clarkson</td>
<td>Rita Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Clune</td>
<td>Deborah and Paul Conklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Conner</td>
<td>Susan and Ralph Corpuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary Cunliffe</td>
<td>Karen and Ralph Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Murphy</td>
<td>Marie and Bob Neenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbie and Terry O’Toole</td>
<td>Personalized for You</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Quick</td>
<td>Mitzi and Dan Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Rost</td>
<td>Marilyn Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shook, Hardy &amp; Bacon</td>
<td>Lyne and Andrew Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patty Walsh</td>
<td>Kathy and Tom Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy and Tim Waris</td>
<td>Marcia Warwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilynn Wright-Hoover</td>
<td>Marilynn Wright-Hoover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teresian Club</th>
<th>$250 - $499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maria and Alejandro Arrieta</td>
<td>Patricia Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Baum</td>
<td>Louisa Beilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Breeden</td>
<td>Sandra Brosnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie and Greg Carlson</td>
<td>Terry and Sam Conner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon and Charles Cornell</td>
<td>Mike Egner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Fritzlau</td>
<td>Monica Gaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie and Tom Hershewe</td>
<td>Corliss and Earnest Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise and Jeffrey Krause</td>
<td>Kristen Longnecker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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View from inside Goppert Center of “BLOOM” in the vestibule.
Above: The Robotics Lab/Makerspace will provide a cross between a classroom and a creative shop for hands-on projects.
“Over the years, I’ve gotten to know many people who have graduated from St. Teresa’s and I have been so impressed.”

–Mary Carol Garrity
Mary Carol Garrity’s gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy can be found walking the halls of Donnelly Hall. As founder of Nell Hill’s, one of the most popular home interior stores in the Midwest, Mary Carol has contributed to the timeless design and décor of the Donnelly entryway and newly updated Zahner Lounge. In approaching the space, Mary Carol and Nell Hill’s designer, Kristen Kurtz, “worked toward creating a youthful space that held true to the traditions of the school.” The same skillful eye and décor will be applied to the prominent Campus Ministry space that students will enjoy once the Academy 150 Capital Campaign expansion is completed.

STA senior Sarah Mendez has received scholarship funding from Mary Carol and her husband, Dan, throughout her high school years. Sarah and her parents chose St. Teresa’s because they wanted Catholic teachings to be part of Sarah’s daily schedule. Her long-term career goal will be to take what she’s learned, to help the dear neighbor without distinction, and use it on a global scale by becoming a pediatric surgeon, and providing free surgery to children in underdeveloped countries.

### Gold
- Beyer Crushed Rock
- Central States Beverage Company
- Epoxy Coating Specialists
- Greg Fendler
- Kimmimau Floors
- Kissick Construction Co.
- Lon Lane’s Inspired Occasions
- Margaret and Robert Langdon
- Janie and Alan Lankford
- The Lowe Family
- Mark One Electric Co., Inc.
- Erin and Stephen Mos
- Nell Hill’s
- Nigro’s Western Stores
- Rosana Privitera-Biondo
- Steven Silverstein
- Trozzolo Communications
- Woodward Bar-B-Que

### Bronze
- Addie Rose Boutique
- Aestheticcare Medspa
- Alamo Drafthouse Mainstreet
- Amelia’s Boutique
- American Jazz Museum
- A&M Home Furnishings
- Andre’s Confiserie Suisse
- Andrews McMeel Publishing
- Anthony Plumbing, Heating & Cooling
- Avenues Bistro
- The Bar Method Kansas City
- Natalie and Travis Batliner
- Beer KC
- Lara and Jason Begnaud
- Bellonte
- Bella Napoli
- B.E. Tek Computers
- Betty Rae’s Ice Cream
- Bichelmeyer Meat
- Bier Station
- Bijn Salon & Spa
- Billy Sims BBQ
- BKS Nails
- Diane and John Blanck
- Bledsoe’s Rental
- Blue Bird Bistro
- Bristol Seafood Grill
- Brookside Barber Shop
- Brookside Jewelry
- Brookside Party Warehouse
- Brookside Toy & Science
- Kerry Browne and John McClain
- Stephen Burstein
- Exceptional Jewelry
- Cafe Europa
- Café Providence
- Car Wash 103
- Care Center Gifts
- Carey Transportation
- Carmen’s Cafe
- Cellar Rats
- C. Frogs and Standees Theatres
- Charleston’s
- Chicken n Pickle
- Chick-fil-A
- Melanie and Nicholas Christianson
- Ciezetti’s
- City Gym KC
- Classic Cookie
- The Classic Cup
- Clique Boutique
- Maribeth and Andrew Colombo
- Corepower Yoga
- Country Club of Leawood
- Country Club Plaza
- Erin and Dan Cowan
- Crestwood Flowers
- Crown Center
- Culver’s on State Line
- Franco Cupini
- Elliott Curran
- Dave & Buster’s
- Dean & Deluca
- Dennis Uniform
- Design In The City
- The Dinner Detective
- The I. Donnelly Co., Inc.
- Kathleen and Mitchell Dorris
- Dottie’s Southern Chic
- Bootique
- Eagles Gymnastics
- Eat Fit Go
- Lisa and Mark Ebbitts
- Eggc.
- Euston’s Hardware
- Fairway Eye Center
- Family Farm Lawn & Landscape
- The Fiddly Fig
- Fiorella’s Jack Stack Barbecue
- First Watch
- Nancy and Mark Fitzpatrick
- Flaunt Esthetics
- Fortuity
- Gaslight Grill
- Neely and Andrew Giangreco
- J. Gilbert’s Wood Fired Steaks
- Martha and Randy Goodwin
- Green Dirt Farms
- The Greensman
- Nicki Griffith Photography
- Hagoyah Hair Studio and Yoga Den
- Halls Kansas City
- Hangers Cleaners
- Happy Habitat by Karrie Dean
- 74 Harley Street
- Louanne Hein
- Helen Jon
- Hiles Two
- Dianne and Leo Hinr
- HMK
- Ann and Joe Hodes
- Hoffman Orthodontics
- Hollyday Med Spa + Aesthetics
- Hoopla
Lara Phelps Dwyer (’92) was a beloved wife, mother, daughter, sister, and friend who lost a courageous battle with cancer in 2007. Family and friends describe Lara as a true friend, as evident by the loyalty and love of her friends, even after her passing. In honor of Lara’s 25th STA high school reunion in 2017, a scholarship was created in her name.

A kick-off event to help raise money for the Lara Phelps Dwyer Scholarship Fund was held in October of 2017. Lara’s sister, Michelle Phelps (’97) said, “St. Teresa’s always held a special place in Lara’s heart, not only as a result of the bonds she created among her friends, but also due to the long lineage of family members who attended STA. Her grandmother, Carol Burns Sterner Mitchell (’42); mother, Mary Jo Sterner Phelps (’67); aunts; sisters; and many cousins all shared in the sisterhood of STA.”
The following individuals donated to St. Teresa’s Academy in memory of a loved one or special friend. St. Teresa’s keeps all those in our community who lost a loved one in our thoughts and prayers.

*In Memory of*
Lara Phelps Dwyer

Jen and Justin Kliewer
Jennifer and Dan Koetting
Mary and Tom Kramer
Brooke and Jeffrey Kunz
Sonya and Steven Lange
Angela and Jason Lanter
Bridget and Jeff Logan
Kirsten and Brian Maher
McCullough Family Foundation
Tricia and Todd McCullough
Kathryn and Mark McGilley
The McMeel Family Foundation
Jana McCoy
Margaret Mitchell
Mary Carol Mitchell
Irrevocable Trust
Marcella Muehlebach
Kathy and Jack Newman
M.A. Negro and Associates, LLC
Jimmy Oades
Mary and Dan Oades
Peggy and Bill Oades
Andy O’Dower
Kelly Ormsby
Lyn and Soren Petro
Carrie Phillips
Mary Jo Phelps and David Lindley
Stephanie Pribyl
Clayton Pummill
Traci and Tom Riekhof
Melissa Roosakos
Chrisy and Matt Ruark
Christy and Brett Schoenfeld
Colleen and Brian Schorgl
Patti and Tom Schugel
Ellen and David Sedeno
Molly Sisulak
Angie and Brian Smith
Jeanne and Steve Sopyla
Susan and Mark Spence
Colleen and Thomas Stack
Julie London Stamm
Rosanna Perry Stephens
Marilynn and Joe Sterner
Nick Sterner
Pat Tholen
Pam and Scott Thompson
Rita and James Tiehen
Emily and Steve Truebner
Patty Waris
Janet and Bob Wholey
Zeroez Kansas City

*In Memory of*
Brian Effertz

Andrew Aldredge
Karen and Enis Aldredge, Jr.
BASF
Ronald Bodine
Kathy and Bruce Brodie
Mary Ann and Spencer Brown
Jeremy and Bryan Didier
Kimberly and Michael Effertz
Colby Evans
Delores Fiorella
Margie and Chuck Gibson
Elaine and Robert Glenski
Robin Good
Robin Good Advisory Heritage Tractor Kurzweil Livestock Co.
McCullough Family Foundation
Mary Jo Phelps
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Pistone
Sharon and Jim Reiner
The Scoular Company

*In Memory of*
Carmen Rodriguez

Rachel and Henry Avila
Cure of Ars Boy Scout Troop #395

Kathleen and Leo Halloran
Regina and Jim Hogan
John Hovancak
Linda and Al Major
Rodriguez Family
Donna Young

*In Memory of*
Frank Toplikar

Shelley and Dennis Bartkoski
Rosemary Barberick
Sharon Divine
J. M. Fahey Construction Co.
Fendler Family Fund
Kay and Jayme Findlay
Jane and James Gallalee
Mo and Jerry Haake
Leslie Haas
Jim Harrington
Henderson Engineers
Kathy and Bill Henderson
Carol Ann and Harold Jones
Lockton Companies, Inc.
Sue and John Massman
Mary Kay and John Mitchell
Nancy and Connor Morris
Penny and Dennis Pohle
Jodie and Bob Reiter
Mary and Tim Rooney
Goldie and George Sakoulas
Sanders Warren Russell & Scheer LLP
Julia and William Sanders
Maureen Shine
Carol and Alan Siegel
Teresa Thompson
Eloise Towell
Kimberly West and Richard Hutson

*In Memory of*

The Teresa of Avila Society recognizes and celebrates those who include St. Teresa’s Academy in their estate plan. Your planned gift creates a legacy that will carry on St. Teresa’s mission of excellence in Catholic education for generations to come.

If you have named St. Teresa’s in your estate planning, please let us know so we may recognize your generosity.

Esta-Rebecca Appelman
Brenda and Robert Aylward
Sandra Brosnahan
Martha Conrad
Mary Ellen Daly
Mary Ellen Devine
Patricia and George Donnelly
Nancy and Mark Fitzpatrick
Eleanor Flattery and Paul Flattery
Evelyn Hovanec and Don Foley
Linda Grace
Mary Betty Green
Chris and Jeff Hegg
Bette and Bill Hoskins
Annabel Jones
Loretta Kelley
Mary Margaret and Robert Malley
Cathy and John Marx
Connie Sue and Tom McNamara
Paula and Mike McNeary
Marion Melzarek
Norma Mitchell
Barbara and Mike O’Flaherty
Marybeth Malsie Swartz O’Malley
Margaret Owens
Monica Rafter
Carol and David Sindelar
Rose Teicher
Mary Agnes Thornhill
Helen and Frank Toplikar
Julie Trotter
Nancy and James Toplikar
Bonnie and Gary Vontz
Ardon Weiss
Leslie and Jim Whitaker

† This donor is deceased.
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The following is a list of all benefactors of St. Teresa’s Academy in chronological order by graduation year. Thank you to all who support the beloved Academy.

Some graduating classes are in need of a class representative. If you are interested in volunteering, please contact Kathleen Barry at kbarry@stteresasacademy.org or 816.501.0023.

A HISTORY OF GIVING

This donor has consistently made gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy over the last five years.

This donor is deceased.

1937 Margaret McGuire Denison
1938 Dorothy Duffy Flanagan
Mary Betty Bahl Green
1939 Betty Baldwin Mascal
1940 Class Rep: Jean Alyward Dunn
Jean Aylward Dunn
1941 Class Rep: Catherine Bush Ormsby
Mary C Halpin Hale
Betty Reintjes McDonnell
Catherine Bush Ormsby
1942 Class Rep: Dolores Waters Fleming
1943 Class Rep: Marybeth Malsie Swartz O’Malley
Virginia Gerhardt Clune
Jeanette Azar Fakoury
Rose Marie Carrollo Falco
Marybeth Malsie Swartz O’Malley
1945 Class Rep: Patricia Walsh Ferris
Patricia Walsh Ferris
Marie Stasi Mentrup
Mary Catherine O’Donnell
Shine
1946 Rose Joseph Kennebeck
Rosemary Cannon Kilker
Clara Vincent Stalinski, CSJ
Mary Schorgl Wilson
1947 Class Rep: Regina Carrigan Howard
1948 Class Reps: Barbara Reitz Schweiger
Deborah Hurley Smith
Virginia Ziegler Bagby
Eileen McVey Bolin
Barbara Reitz Schweiger
Deborah Hurley Smith
Pat Quirk Whitley
1949 Mary Ann Donovan, CSJ
Martha Becker Head
1950 Class Rep: Joan Lodde Thompson
Rosemary Lapetina
Bartolomi
1951 Class Rep: Marilyn Carrigan Fennessey
Mary Lou Morroto Balano
Marilyn Carrigan Fennessey
1952 Class Rep: Susan Cowherd Bradley
Joan Lillis Boushka
Susan Cowherd Bradley
Pat Meiners Flaherty
Maurine O’Sullivan Fogarty
Mary Jo Giudici O’Byrne
Albertine Baumgartner
Votapek
Joan Haynes Watts
1953 Class Rep: Antoinette Kopp Powers
Susan Kraus Daly
Sallie Rielley Fye
Rita Kowalczyk Levens
Ruth Tracy Meunier
Carol Shaugnessy Miller
Maureen White O’Connor
Antoinette Kopp Powers
1954 Sally Green Sulzer
Jean C. Jacobson Van Hee
Patricia Ketterlin Welsh
Kareen O’Connor
Wormington
1955 Class Rep: Marilyn Murphy
Rita Hall Cloud
Mary Ellen O’Keefe Devine
Nancy Figg Hampton
Mary Lou McMicheal Hitter
Charlotte Lee Mehler
Marilyn Murphy
Virginia Brown Schmelz
Anita DeFeo Schneider
Charlene Mathews Welling
Rita Coolick Zahner
1956 Class Rep: Fran Spruill Schilling
Sandra Brosnahan
Judy Egender Bruning
Elaine Stewart Daus
Patricia Coolick Dunn
Linda Grace
Bonnie Ingenthrion Hanson
Judith Gibbons McDermott
Ann Lancaster McShane
1957 Class Reps: Peggy Gramlich Baker
Sharon O’Connor Potts
Peggy Gramlich Baker
Toni Jean Bink
Kitty Wagner Colwell
Martha Law Conrad
Marilyn Riccardi Covington
Nancy Faber Cross
Anita Hughes Dunn
Virginia Bonino Geraci
Lenore Cruise Handlen
Teresa Klein Holmer
Jane McNary Keller
Susan Hunter Kircher
Susan McMicheal
Langenheim
Patty Lee
Kathleen Hogan Maley
Barbara Ong McCaffrey
Barbara Field Meyer
Mary Ann Nestel, CSJ
Mary Ann Dunn Brown
Mary McLiney
Susan D. Fitzgerald Mancuso
Mary McLinne
Mary M. Regan Morgan
Jeanette Sachen Paugh
Karen Kissick Rice
Donna Ryan, RSM
Sally Coleman Saks
1958 Class Reps: Susan Mary Matney
Cathie Frisch Sullivan
Virginia Barholome Rohan
Judie Stephenson Scanlon
Frances Spruill Schilling
Arden Sickman Weiss
1959 Class Rep: Mary McLinne
Mara Baun
Betty Ann Booker
Mary Ann Dunn Brown
Carolyn Schwartz Gollings
Linda Kerr Greetly
Grace Bartholome Hasibar
Gayle Danzo Johnson
Mary E. Mallory Lawson
Karen Mahoney
Susan D. Fitzgerald Mancuso
Mary McLinne
Mary M. Regan Morgan
Jeanette Sachen Paugh
Karen Kissick Rice
Donna Ryan, RSM
Sally Coleman Saks
1960 Class Rep: Pat Geraghty Clark
Regina Bartman, CSJ
Louisa Serrone Beilan
Pam Woods Crawford
Mary Ellen Thornhill Dick
Patricia Dunphy, CSJ
STA’s eMentoring program gives students a professional’s point of view into future career opportunities.

**MENTORING MATTERS**

Dr. Sequita Brown Richardson (‘90) shares her gift of time with St. Teresa’s Academy students through the eMentoring program. Sequita works as a family practice physician, who in addition to her practice, supervises students and residents, and volunteers at a local free health clinic. By donating her time with the eMentoring program, she allows STA students who are interested in the medical field to understand all aspects of the profession, including the “not-so-glamorous side.”

Sequita stated, “I decided to be an eMentor because there was a need. I have always wanted to give back to STA. My daughter, Victoria Richardson (‘16), has benefited from the program. Her participation in the eMentoring program with an engineer helped her realize that she was interested in industrial engineering.”

If you would be interested in participating in the eMentoring program, please contact one of the program directors: Paula Holmquist at pholmquist@stteresasacademy.org or Kathleen Barry at kbarry@stteresasacademy.org.

“I hope other parents and alumnae will consider participating in such a program. As they say, it takes a village to raise a child. We can all contribute to our girls’ experiences. I hope that I have helped girls see a more objective view of one of their career choices.”

– Dr. Sequita Brown Richardson (‘90)
Pictured (from l to r): Victoria Richardson ('16), Dr. Sequita Brown Richardson ('90), and Olivia Richardson ('20)
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1972
Class Reps:
Jane Tiehen Quarnstrom
Michelle Wainstock Salzman
Mary Bowes Buchanan10
Linda Duchardt Guthier10
Lynn Servatka Hanranah
Chrisa McLean Hoffmeier10
Kathleen McNelis Koenig10
Betty Schloegel Kratofil10
Carolyn Bonanne Mason7
Patricia Schmiedeler McKenna10
Susan Swartz Patrick
Jane Tiehen Quarnstrom5
Molly McGannon Sauder
Mary Elizabeth Fahey Stone
Kathryn Glynn Terry
Kathy Hogerty Toll
Mary Elizabeth Fahey Stone
Jane Tiehen Quarnstrom10
Molly Iwersen Wiedeman
Jan Toplikar Welsh
McKenna Patricia Schmiedeler

1973
Class Rep:
Mary Kay O’Malley
Cheryl Waters Bolin10
Jean Carey-Brendle
Kim Kraus Curry10
Corliss Alexander Jones5
Ellen McCarthy10
Ann Beth De Good
Mulloy10 Bridget Fagan
Murphy Kathleen Murphy-Max10 Maureen Shine10
Jan Toplikar Welsh10
Molly Iwersen Wiedeman10

1974
Class Rep:
Laura Mulloy Barton
Patricia Mahoney Baker5
Suzanne Schmiedler Barnthouse
Rita Hiebl Berry
Karen Doris Crandall
Maureen McGannon Evans10
Kellee Nash Hercules10
Vicki Frank Hicks
Kathy Halpin Huppe10
Jeanne Blanck Lancey8
Susan Stark Mayeler
Pamela Kranz McPhillips
Katy Sheehan Morris10
Sharon Meyers Perry10
Mitzi Dale Richards
Jo Bode Rogers
Maggie Shine
Vicki Lechtenberg Silverman

1975
Class Rep:
Mary Heshion McCalla
Beth Winslow Baker
Mary Ann Kelley Baltis
Nancy Van Buskirk Connell5
Mary Harte Guevel
Joan Toplikar Jones10
Sarah McCarthy Meh10
Maureen Nash10
Chelly Rodgers Pfeifer
Jane Ramm Rerecich10

1976
Class Rep:
Patty Haake Herr
Kathleen Thompson Brown10
Janet Rechick Burns10
Laura Slickman Connealy10
Mary Jo Geisel De Maio5
Susan Tuckness Eubank5
Leanne Cahill Fitzgerald10
Laura Foley10
Kathy Teahan Jantsch10
Susan Weinard Lamb10
Kim Franke Leman5
Susannah Ingraham
Lesswing4
Beatriz Nava
Rosana Privitera-Biondo10
Mary Pat Jackson Purcell10
Mary Massman Rooney
Erin Sullivan10
Lisa Sullivan5

1977
Class Reps:
Debbie Duchardt Conklin
Nancy Brown Grasse
Paula Schweigher Holmquist
Carol Rost
Mary Beth Aylward Cicchetti5
Deborah Duchardt Conklin10
Lisa Muehlebach Dunleavy5
Carol Massman Fryer10
Tina Reardon Gaughan5
Elaine Koehler Glenski
Nancy Brown Grasse
Paula Schweigher Holmquist
Laura Outland Huber
Joan Dors Jones
Sue O’Laughlin Kelly10
Susan Martin Myers-Cohn
Carol Rost
Mary Wormington Schwartz
Susan Stubbers Scully10

1978
Class Reps:
Mary Ann Cartella Cappo
Moira Kelly Healy
Peggy Daily Sparks
Christina Crosby Arens
Cris Monahan Bremer
Kerry Browne
Minnette Bumpus, Ph.D.
Christine McNellis Burke10
Molly Sheehan Corkill10
Barbara Concannon
Dehaemers10
Martha Fritian Goodwin
Roberta Gumbel5
Kathleen Connell Jenkins10
Kathleen Morris Lay-Craig
Ann McAuliffe
Bridget Williams Proskie5
Maleea Murphy Vater
Megan Burke Viviano10

1979
Class Reps:
Susan Cordes Farley
Jeanette Ross LePique
Kathleen Kent McNaght
Colleen O’Sullivan Bauman10
Lynn King DeBacco5
Jeanette Ross LePique5
Polly Cordes Mandl10
Amy Glotzbach Migliazzo
Brigid Meyer Oberkorn
Lynn Sullivan Reardon10
Rebecca Flaherty Snodgrass
Joane Van Dyke Wilkerson

1980
Class Rep:
Jennifer Keller Petree
Laura Youngblood Bruce5
Jean C. O’Laughlin Chesen
Shauna Aylward Fletcher10
Martha Neenan Franke5
Lisa Marietti Gotsdiner
Yvette Bumpus Heath5
Jane Growney Kieffer5
Anne Runyan Kremers10
Megan Fitzsimmons Linhares
Paula J. Morris Lorino
Mary T. Montag10
Maureen Savage Morris
Molly Brennan Morrissey
Nancy Schneider O’Neill
Jennifer Keller Petree
Gina Meyers Smrt5
Kathleen Aylward Wiedeman10

1981
Class Reps:
Terral Allen
Tracey Franklin Bradford
Mary Lewis Cary
Sue Staab Leisman
Sheila Lillis
Kathy Baker Rohr
Debbie Lombardino Staab

1982
Class Reps:
Colleen Dorrian Egan
Chrisse McDonnell Fielder
Cecilia O’Connor Abbott
Janet McAuliffe Corcoran
Laura Duhradt10
Bridget Fahey
Christine McDonnell Fielder10
Ann Slaughter Hixon
Michelle Johnson
Roberton Lonerang Kraus4
Louise Perucca Meyers
Denise Straub Quirarte
Patty Marnett Smith
Maggie Comeau Waters

1983
Class Rep:
Mary Beth rice Andersson
Mary Beth Rice Andersson10
Maria Dreiling Bourk
Chrisy Effertz Fiorella5
Karen Haynes10
Ann Fitzgerald Hodes10
Angela Murphy Laville10
Peggy Male Lowe

1984
Class Reps:
Maureen Malley O’Toole
Mary Padilla
Susan Broski Corpuz
Linda Delorenzi Doyle
Patti Dolson Garringer-Strickland
Amy McLaine Hart
Kirsten Knoll Longnecker
Jacque Bustillo Lucas
Julie Miller McCann10
Cathy Benssennacher Olberding10
Barbie Super O’Toole5
Mary Padilla
Ann Tierney Prochnow10
Kathleen Behrmann Van Lieshout10

1985
Class Reps:
Amy Latenser
Carol Martin Tracy
Kathleen Waris Cuddy
Eileen Geisel Harrington
Laura Hughes-Zahner
Maria Dunn Looney
Colleen Sullivan Palmer
Amy Wiedeman Thompson10
Lynne Brady Wagner10
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### 1986
**Class Reps:**
- Julie Groenew Lewer
- Theresa Waller
- Babette Bumpus-Bradley
- Annette Bumpus-Page
- Claudia Rowland Huse
- Karen McShane
- Liz O’Flaherty
- Teresa Woodrum Olsen
- Theresa Becker Waller

### 1987
**Class Reps:**
- Vanessa Tinklepaugh Alpert
- Marion Spence Pierson

### 1988
**Class Reps:**
- Megan Baker
- Liz Handlen

### 1989
**Class Reps:**
- Bridget Baker
- Dana Patterson Nelson
- Erica Walton Nunez
- Lisa Gumby Williams

### 1990
**Class Rep:**
- Andrea Ways Newman

### 1991
**Class Reps:**
- Amy Blickhan
- Andrea Gunn Henderson

### 1992
**Class Reps:**
- Mary Wars Oades

### 1993
**Class Reps:**
- Jenny Craig Karpinski

### 1994
**Class Reps:**
- Melissa Oades Grams

### 1995
**Class Reps:**
- Mary Wars Oades

### 1996
**Class Reps:**
- Amy Aldrich

### 1997
**Class Rep:**
- Colleen McEvoy Schorgl

### 1998
**Class Reps:**
- Beth Brown

### 1999
**Class Reps:**
- Brooke Kuechler Harris

### 2000
**Class Reps:**
- Sarah Trozzolo Brewster

### 2001
**Class Reps:**
- Paloma Juarez

### 2002
**Class Reps:**
- Katie Barry Benge

### 2003
**Class Reps:**
- Keisha Clay

### 2004
**Class Reps:**
- Emily Mulloy

### 2005
**Class Reps:**
- Taylor Salle

### 2006
**Class Rep:**
- Molly Wikerson Green

### 2007
**Class Rep:**
- Molly Wilkerson Green
MUSIC IS THE PERFECT AVENUE FOR CREATING COMMUNITY

IN DECEMBER OF 2017, THREE TALENTED ALUMNAE gathered over 45 STA graduates together from the classes of 1959 to 2007 to reunite and entertain in song. Susie Adams ('77), Karen Engebretson ('75), and Roberta Gumbel ('78) led the alumnae choir as they performed Christmas classics for their audience in the M&A Auditorium.

Susie, Karen, and Roberta honed their talents while students at St. Teresa’s, and each devoted their professional lives to the musical arts. They expressed that joining the alumnae choir’s beautiful voices together in harmony proved to be an inclusive experience, as well as a great way to visit with old STA friends and meet some new ones.

“THE Alumnae Christmas Choral Performance went smoothly, and exceeded our expectations. What a gift!”

– Susie Adams ('77)
UNITED BY MUSIC
WOMEN’S CIRCLE OF GIVING

Listed below are the generous contributors of the Women’s Circle of Giving (WCG), a philanthropic group of women who enjoy collaborating to advance the mission of St. Teresa’s Academy. Half of the WCG funds are distributed to STA families with financial need; the remaining half is available for faculty and staff members to apply for grants.

Please consider joining the Women’s Circle of Giving by contacting President Nan Bone at 816.501.0021 or nbone@stteresasacademy.org.

Peggy Gramlich Baker
Kathleen Fleming Barry
Colleen O’Sullivan Bauman
Joanie Cusack Bauman
Nan Tiehen Bone
Kate Thompson Brown
Mary Ann Dunn Brown
Jane Egender Bruening
Betsy Cisbee
Laura Stickman Connealy
Cathy Bowen Cooney
Virginia Coppinger
Barbara Muehlebach Cusick
Eileen Drummond
Anita Hughes Dunn
Marianne Spellman Dunn
Teresa Gabhart Durkin
Connie Connell Fahey
Sue Fahey
Becky Flores
Barbara Tiehen Flynn
Kathy Gabhart
Barb Haden
Beth Haden
Kathleen Hauser
Roseann Hudnall
Carrie Hudson
Debi Hudson
Kathy Teahan Jantsch
Jane McNary Keller
Nancy Kitts
Babette Macy
Beth Madden
Linda Mallow
Barbara McCormick
Amy McKenny
Mary McLiney
Margie Cowherd Morrison
Kathy Keller Newman
Betty Novak
Jody Olson
Sharon Meyers Perry
Kathy Tripplett Polsinelli
Mary Porter
Ann Tierney Prochnow
Jane Tiehen Quarnstrom
Lynn Sullivan Reardon
Mary Ring
Kathy Baker Rohr
Megan Fitzgerald Schaefer
Michele McGrath Schloegel
Nancy Tobin Schorgl
Jennifer Vogel Schroeder
Kathleen Musgrave Spiking
Jan Stacy
Julie Trotter
Annie Haden Tweedy
Anna Marie Vogel
Pamela Ball Valther
Jo Weller
Janet Switzer Wholey
Diane Wilmot
Marilynn Koehler Wright-Hoover
I was ecstatic, and had no words. Taking that trip helped give me more confidence and independence. It was good preparation for my life beyond high school.”

—Hannah Dobson (’17)

Women’s Circle of Giving Travel Grant Recipient

THE WOMEN’S CIRCLE OF GIVING (WCG) supports the STA community by meeting needs that could not be met within the existing operating budget. Members of the WCG pool their contributions to maximize their philanthropic efforts. After reviewing grant requests, each member has an equal voice in how the funds are distributed.

In 2017, Hannah Dobson (’17) submitted a grant to the WCG. As part of Hannah’s Literature & Pilgrimage class, students had the option of joining a class trip to Italy to subsidize their study of Dante’s Divine Comedy. Hannah’s grant request asked for help funding the trip so she would be able to attend. A group of WCG members rallied together to back her cause, triumphantly, helping to make the trip possible.

FUNDING A DREAM
St. Teresa’s Academy is committed to fiscal integrity and good financial stewardship. The school enjoys a community of alumnae, parents, and Board members who are dedicated to its future and financial well-being. Sound financial management of both assets and school operations is a point of accomplishment and pride.

The following financial information reflects gross financial totals for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2017. Revenue does not include gifts and pledges to the Academy 150 Capital Campaign.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>2016-2017</th>
<th>% Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition</td>
<td>$7,158,000</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$1,217,100</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>$582,200</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Enterprises and Other Revenue</td>
<td>$365,600</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE</td>
<td>$9,322,900</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th>2016-2017</th>
<th>% Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional &amp; Academic Support</td>
<td>$7,934,600</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>$285,200</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$667,400</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>$435,700</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES</td>
<td>$9,322,900</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following individuals have made use of the matching gift programs provided by their employers.

AMERICAN CENTURY INVESTMENTS
Kathy and Tom Jantsch

ANDREWS & MCMEEL UNIVERSAL FOUNDATION
Mary and Craig Fisher

BLACKBAUD CARES CENTER
Jane Graham

CENTRO
Amanda Breeden

DST SYSTEMS, INC.
Cathy and Bruce Olberding
Colleen and Robert Palmer

HALLMARK CORPORATE FOUNDATION
Allison Dodds
Megan and Brian Schaefer

KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN
Sheila Dougherty
Erica Wilson

KAUFFMAN FOUNDATION MATCHING GIFTS PROGRAM
Jeannine Strandjord

MASCO CORPORATION
Karen and Ralph Morrison

PFIZER MATCHING GIFT CENTER
Tricia Fitzsimmons

PNC FOUNDATION
Susan and Michael Scully

SANOFI FOUNDATION FOR NORTH AMERICA
Mary Beth Cicchetti

5 This donor has consistently made gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy over the last five years.
10 This donor has consistently made gifts to St. Teresa’s Academy over the last 10 years.
NAN TIEHEN BONE ('69)
President
St. Teresa’s Academy

KIRAN CHANDRA ('89)
Principal
K2 Media

KEVIN CONNOR
Senior Vice President
AMC Theatres

EILEEN DRUMMOND ('68)
Hallmark Cards, retired

DOUG FIELDER
Risk Management Analyst
Asurion

STEVE FLETCHER
Senior Vice President
FTN Financial

JEANNE JANSEN, CSJ
Student Support Specialist
Avila University

JIM KISSICK
President
Kissick Construction Co.

MARILYN LOTT, CSJ
Provincial Director
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet

ROSE MCLARNEY, CSJ
Community Volunteer
Restorative Justice

MARION SPENCE PIERSON ('87)
Partner/Pediatrician
Village Pediatrics LLC

ANN TIERNEY PROCHNOW ('84)
CEO
Julia Farr Collection

HOLLY STREEETER-SCHAEFER
Attorney
Burns and McDonnell

PETE WALSH
Benefit Consultant
Brush Creek Partners

MICHELLE WIMES
Chief Diversity & Professional Development Officer
Ogletree Deakins

OWEN ZIDAR
Senior Vice President
Watco Companies

BOARD OF DIRECTORS